
Hakuna Matata

Meerkat in Vibes

As a member of the mongoose family, meerkats are 

among the most cooperative animals living in groups 

galled gangs on Earth. They have dark patches around 

their eyes that help them be effective lookouts by 

reducing the glare of the sun. Generally, the sentry, or 

lookout, stands up straight on its hind legs using its tail to 

balance to get as high as possible to look for predators. 

Vibes’ big curved counters show off the meerkat’s 

rounded body shape and their characteristics of social 

behavior. Particularly, the letter “t” in Vibes perfectly 

captures the feature of  meerkat’s upright position.



Hakuna Matata

Living in Western Africa, mandrills are the largest 

monkeys in the world. An adult male mandrill that has the 

brightest and most distinctive colors on his face seems to 

be most attractive to females. They have extremely long 

canine teeth which can be over 5 centimeters (2 inches) 

long and can be used for self-defense—though baring 

them is typically a friendly gesture among mandrill. 

The typeface Indie Flower’s handwritten style brings a 

feeling of carefree and uniqueness of mandrill. Also, its 

bubbly, rounded edges capture mandrill’s compact body 

with long, powerful limbs.

Mandrill in Indie Flower



Warthog in Marienda
Hakuna Matata

Well known as the unforgettable Pumba character in The 

Lion King, warthogs are a wild member of the pig family 

found in the African bush. Warthog has tusks on itsupper 

and lower jaws that they use to fight and defend themselves 

against predators. Although they look like slow animals, 

they can run up to 30 miles per hour. Despite their scary 

appearance, warthogs are peaceful creatures and they 

will avoid confrontation whenever possible. The typeface 

Marienda has soft shapes and is slightly condensed. 

Its dynamic touch of brush-looked strokes, especially the 

letters “g” and “r”,  elegantly capture warthog’s long sharp 

tusks and tail.


